AGM
=/\=/\=/\= Resume Mission =/\=/\=/\=

Captain Lewis
:::still heading toward other team::

Cmdr. Tucker
$McDowell: What happened, why is that thing still there?  Our phasers should blasted it.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::eyes the "eggs in the webbing" cautiously::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: hey whatever turns you on

Captain Lewis
::raises eyebrow::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::puts PADD in back of pants::

Cmdr. Tucker
$McDowell: Rob, you OK?

Lt jg Nim Ber
::keeps tricorder running::

Captain Lewis
@[Tucker] hold all fire..........Ber has a hypothisis that it may be feeding on energy.............

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::rubs head, feeling strange::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Heinlein,Morrell: Hey guys, check on McDowell.

Captain Lewis
@::hums to help occupy the mind and keep it from being entered::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Heinlein,Morrell: Guys?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: yes, bio-neural, plasma, electrical energy

Lt. McDowell
"this is fun..."

Captain Lewis
@Ber: relate that to Tucker............{#} Tucker we're almost there

Lt jg Nim Ber
::taps tric::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Mitchell: Cmdr!  Mcdowell, Morrell and Heinlein appear to be duped by this thing, I can't see em, can you check on them from your viewpoint?

Lt jg Nim Ber
@::links to Tuckers tricorder::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@tucker: you getting my tricorder readings??

Captain Lewis
@:::gets to the entrance::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Lewis: Captain, several of our team appear to be braindead just like the rest of em here.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::feels mind slipping away and starts to plot course to anywhere to keep brain occupied::

Captain Lewis
@::stares in awe at the sight in front of her::

Captain Lewis
@Tucker:  get them beamed up ASAP..........

Cmdr. Dresden
@::standing behind Lewis observing::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@:following Captain, uh oh::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Ber: Roger that Ber.

Captain Lewis
@::looks around in disbelief::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::slumps over console, and focuses on some old lessons on warp drive to keep from slipping under::

Captain Lewis
@Tucker: any ideas??

Captain Lewis
@::starts humming to self::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mitchell: Mitchell, you allright man?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::starts focussing on numbers in head::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Tucker: take a look at their Commanders last log about the power absorbtion rate

Captain Lewis
@::looks around::

Captain Lewis
@Tucker: we need to get back to the ship

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::hears voice far off in the distance, echoing, echoing::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Lewis: Ah, captain, phasers don't work, it just gave the thing more power. ::starts to feel a little dizzy but then gets a hold::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: we should leave before we all turn into Zombies, SIR.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::suddenly snaps out of it::

Captain Lewis
@::looks at Tucker;: {#} Geneva.......emergency beam out now!

Lt. McDowell
$ ::starts loudly mumbling some wierd warp drive vocabulary:: Coefficient...Plasma inversion ratio...proportionate to...of crystalline structure.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::shakes head vigorously::

Captain Lewis
@::begins to feel a presence::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::shuts eyes hardly, and grabs at the console backing, putting dents into it::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::crazy thought comes to mind, what little is left of it::

Captain Lewis
@::waits to get bamed out::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Captain: its breaking through my defenses

Cmdr. Tucker
$ ::hears the captain's order and prepares for beamout::

Captain Lewis
@{#}GENEVA: respond please!

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Sir, we have to find a way to deprive that thing of energy.  I suspect that the energy we pumped into it with our phaser fire allowed it to influence the ship now.

Cmdr. Mitchell
${#} All:  Wait!

Captain Lewis
@::Looks at Mtchell::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@::stares at Mitchell::

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mitchell: Mitchell?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$Capt:   Can phasers be reversed?

Lt. McDowell
$ ::opens eyes, and slams against the wall, panting heavily...and comes out of whatever it is::

Captain Lewis
@Mitchell: to send a negative charge?

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Mitchell: yes, invert the phase conductor

Captain Lewis
@::looks at McDowell:: can you do it?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$Capt: Instead of sending out, can it be set to absorb?

Cmdr. Tucker
$::hearing Mitchell's question, grabs Mcdowell and trsy to get him to conciosness::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$CO: Only problem.........

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Mitchell: Almost like an energy transfer?

Captain Lewis
Tucker:  hmmm...............only thing....::hears Mitchell::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks at the skipper with wide eyes:: Uh...um...I believe so. ::what is a simple task turns to a hard step-by-step blob in his mind::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$CO: where does the excess energy go??

Lt. McDowell
$ Back into the warp core?

Lt jg Nim Ber
@::disassembles phasor and uses power transfer inverter to act as a battery recharging  capacitor::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::mind starts to clear.....as if thinking harder brings into focus::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: ::looks around:: I think for now we need to get back on board........away from this thing........we can analyze the data that we have and go from there

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: I doubt the phasers can accomplish that.  The phasers cannot store excess enrgy once their cells are full...in addition, the cells are specifically designed for a certain form of energy.

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: agreed..........

Lt. McDowell
$ Dresden: But the phase coils will change that energy into the required form.

Captain Lewis
@{#} Geneva..........beam up AT..........

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: yes Dresden is right, I can only absorb 33% of output

Captain Lewis
@::teams prepare to beam up::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$Dresden: I'm no engineer, but maybe there's a way?

Lt jg Nim Ber
::hmm, the deflector dish can absorb that much power::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Mcdowell: If given time, could you refit a phaser to do it?

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks at the Commander with a humorous glare::

Captain Lewis
::Looks puzzled at McDowell::

Captain Lewis
::wonders why they are still there:::

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: That's the thing...given time. Does it look like we have time on our side, sir?

Lt jg Nim Ber
d@Cap: I think there may be a way to do this on the ship

Captain Lewis
::mind drifts off for a second::

Cmdr. Dresden
$XO: It is beyond me, sir.  but anything is worth the effort.

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks at the ceiling:: Don't tell me this life-form has disabled transporters.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: Captain, stay with us!!

Captain Lewis
@::looks around::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ McDowell: ::glances at captain:: Well, it appears we're stuck here for a little bit, I'd say get on it.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$CO: Capt. make your mind work, calculate something, anything, in your head.

Lt jg Nim Ber
@::puts hand on Captains shoulder::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: Captain??

Captain Lewis
@::looks suddenly at Ber:: huh? oh uhh yes? what is it?

Lt. McDowell
$ here... ::hands the skipper a PADD with how to calculate the fuel consumption ratio of Warp 10::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: keep concentrating

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO/XO: I would suggest attempting to dump the energy core...OR setting up a more attractive energy source.

Captain Lewis
@::nods::

Captain Lewis
@::looks at McDowell:: Can it be done??

Lt. McDowell
$ CO: give or take a few hours, yes.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::just thinking about how to plot a reverse course back to the Starbase makes mind start to really clear::

Captain Lewis
@::continues to try and communicate with the ship:::

Captain Lewis
McDowell: we don't have a few hours

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Mcdowell: We only got an hour at most, if that.  We need it soon.

Lt jg Nim Ber
@McDowell: if we get on the ship, the deflector dish may be a qucik answer

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan:  see what you can do to get communication with the ship 

Lt. McDowell
$ well... ::hands everyone different tools and a PADD:: I need help then...please sirs.

Captain Lewis
@:::brow furrows as she tries to concentrate::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@::takes out PADD and inputs Genevas science station console::

Cmdr. Dresden
@XO: can we dump the reactor or detatch this room from the Outpost?

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Dresden: Is there any other defense we can rig against this thing, perhaps physical?


Lt. McDowell
$ ::places the rifle in front of everyone, and starts pointing out what goes where::

Captain Lewis
@ALL: let's get moving on this............

Captain Lewis
@::looks around at all the webbing ......gets a bit of the willies::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: I have a link to the Science Station on the Geneva

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap; downloading dish parameters

Cmdr. Dresden
@Tucker: deprive it of energy...get rid of the reactor.

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Dresden: Not with everything offline, if we could disable the creature and get power online, but...

Captain Lewis
@Ber: you do? and we can't get a comm link to them?   see if you can send a link through your station to communicate with Cmdr Thomas

Cmdr. Mitchell
$CO/XO: Doesn't this outpost have it's own transporter room?

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Dresden: Exactly

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: yes it should............

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Dresdan: calculating codes for signal

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks at the XO:: Get rid of the reactor, sir? It's already offline.

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Dresden: Could we maybe stun it with a huge overdose of energy?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$CO: Should we use it to get back to the Geneva?

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: I don't think there is anything wrong with our comms...I worry that our crew has succumbed to the creature.

Captain Lewis
@::goes about the task laid out in the PADD::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::punches at PADD and places some components here and there::

Captain Lewis
Dresdan:  from here?  we haven't of yet why whould they?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap; I have the coordinates of the reactor room and the deflector dish is set to absorb energy. I don't know how much it will absorb at this moment

Cmdr. Dresden
@Tucker.  perhaps an overdose is our best option...but to get it overdoesed would place the entire outpost in danger.

Captain Lewis
Ber: what does your link tell us??

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: noone on board is responding to my entry

Captain Lewis
@Ber:  use your link to shut down main power

Lt. McDowell
$ Ber: Nim, set the Geneva's warp core to the plasma flush maintenance mode. It'll absorb everything then.

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap; somebody should detect this as a, uh, virus and do something

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Dresden: Agreed, then as a last resort we can set our phasers to overload and eject the area once they go off.  Hopefully during that time the creature would lose control.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: I suspect that it expended it's energy on the most dire threat.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::goes to nearby console to look over Outpost schematic to locate transporter room::

Lt. McDowell
$ CO/Ber: We can use the inverted phaser as a converter to put out to the outpost's transporter emitters, which'll beam the energy to the dish, and into the waiting core on the Geneva.

Lt jg Nim Ber
@McDowell, I'm set fore the main deflector dish right now, should i scrap it and try for the warp core??

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::thinks suddenly......::

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: it appears to be in a rest state at the moment.......except for some occasional "mind" tricks.....if it were capable we are closest and the easiest target and threat

Cmdr. Dresden
@XO: I think that is our BESt course of action...we could use a couple of the phasers to power up the transporters to get us to the ship...the rest would be needed to set an overload.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: I agree.

Captain Lewis
@::thinks::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@::sets deflector dish in line with the warp core power grid::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$CO/XO: What if we overtax the creature by giving it too many things to try to absorb energy from, sorta give it an overdose of what it wants?

Lt. McDowell
$ ::returns to the phaser innards::

Lt. McDowell
$ Mitchell: It'd then overflow into the station reactor, blowing us up.

Captain Lewis
ALL: let's go with the first idea ...........and go from there

Cmdr. Tucker
$Lewis, Dresden: Do we have the whole station crew off the station here?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::Hmmmm::

Captain Lewis
Tucker; no

Lt jg Nim Ber
@McDowell: I'm in and ready, also, noone is doing anything to stop me on board

Lt. McDowell
$ ::realigns phase emitters::

Captain Lewis
@::worries::

Captain Lewis
@::mind drifts for a second::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO/XO: We would need to detatch the transporters from the main power grid...that way the creature won't be able to siphon it.  Then we would need all our other phasers set to overload.


Lt. McDowell
$ excuse me for doing this...but... ::slaps the cap in the face to bring her back::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Ber: Can you get transporter access on the geneva?

Captain Lewis
@::looks startled::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::shrugs::

Captain Lewis
::looks around:: ::straightens up :: ::ahem::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@tucker: ok, one more system to find and decode

Lt. McDowell
$ ::picks up the phaser and turns it over to the other side::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ ::supresses a lauff::

Captain Lewis
@All: let's move on this

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO/XO: I suggest that myself and one other stay behind to set the phasers to overload and release this section of the station...the rest should leave as soon as possible.

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Tucker: what is the code for transporter access??

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: agreed

Lt. McDowell
$ Mitchell: Sir, could you hand me an uplink to the station pattern buffers?

Cmdr. Tucker
$Mcdowell: What's the danger of the core blowing if we set off a few phasers in here?

Cmdr. Mitchell
$XO: I'd volunteer, but.....

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Ber: Right, ::hands ber a padd with the codes::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@::good ok, enters code::

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Uh...VERY high. Station reactor field generators are very weak compared to a starship's engine. A phaser blowing off in this room would surely rupture the containment system.

Cmdr. Mitchell
$McDowell: Sure, here you go... ::Hands over the uplink::

Cmdr. Dresden
@Ber: you take three phasers and detatch the transporters from the main grid.  then, use the phasers to power the Transporters and get everyone off...

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: who will be the second person sir?

Captain Lewis
::looks around::

Lt. McDowell
$ Mitchell: Thank you... ::connects uplink, and sets stuff up::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks up:: I can.

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Dresdan, Lewis: I'll stay with Dresden.

Captain Lewis
@OK who is the first?

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap; ok  The deflector dish will absorb any energy in the, uh , web and put is in a buffer then right into the warp core for dispersion

Captain Lewis
Ber; excellent

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Mcdowell: you'll be needed to get the transporter working.

Lt. McDowell
$ Ber: Nim...calibrate the station transporters to beam it to the deflector dish.

Lt jg Nim Ber
::i hope this works, inputs codes::

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Exactly. I can only do it from here.

Lt jg Nim Ber
<<Lights go out , energy drain makes everyone feel a little faint>>

Captain Lewis
ACTION : AS THE CODES ARE BEING INPUTTED THE CREW FEELS A "BRUSH" OF THEIR CONSCIESNESS AGAIN

Cmdr. Tucker
$ McDowell: Once that's done, we can't risk you anymore than that.

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: It's working::crosses fingers::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::maind starts to wander off again......::

Cmdr. Tucker
::oooh:: ::holds head trying to keep a grip::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::stumbles::

Captain Lewis
@::feels her mind being invaded:::: puts hands to head::

Cmdr. Tucker
::hits head on a bulkhead, bringing self back to reality::


Cmdr. Tucker
$ 'Ow'

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: my head feels a bit more focused

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: there were 28 people on the station, I suggest that the rest of the team gather them and move them to transporters

Lt. McDowell
$ ::picks up phaser and nearly shoots himself::

Captain Lewis
@Ber:  good

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: agreed

Captain Lewis
@Dresdan: do it...........

Captain Lewis
@All: lets get moving

Lt. McDowell
$ ::instead, he just bangs the barrel into his head::

Cmdr. Mitchell
$::begins to hand calculate orbital trajectories::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: the tricorder can't tell me whats happening on the geneva

Cmdr. Dresden
@::indicated the rest of the unoccupied of the AT's to gather the rest of the station crew.::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Lewis, Dresden: This Station will explode when those phasers go off, we'll have to make sure we got everyone.

Lt. McDowell
$ ::flips a few switches on the phaser, and the transporter uplink is ready::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: but, i'm getting a buildup of excess power 

Captain Lewis
@Ber: just get us there..........if there is a problem we need to get it handled Now

Captain Lewis
@:::looks at Ber::  from where??

Lt jg Nim Ber
@:takes out phasor and Captains Phasor, energizes transporters::


Lt jg Nim Ber
@Cap: we're on line for about 2 minutes


Captain Lewis
@Ber: then let's move

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Mcdowell: Rob, hey after we lay the phasers, get me and Dresden back in one peice through your transporter OK? ::smiles::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::looks at the rifle, then at the XO, and back:: I'll try...

Lt jg Nim Ber
@:sets coordinates::EVERbody get on the Pads!!

Captain Lewis
ACTION; THE TEAM IS {TRANSPORTED}

Lt jg Nim Ber
{beam8}

Lt. McDowell
{transporter}

Lt. McDowell
$ ::is left on the station to set up the power siphoning::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ ::slings several phaser rifles over his shoulder::

Captain Lewis
::arrives on Geneva::  ALL: lets get moving .........get contact with tucker and get ready to beam them up!

Captain Lewis
::Heads for bridge:::

Lt jg Nim Ber
@::sets transporter for rest of us::

Lt. McDowell
$ COM Ber: Nim...set the dish to coordinates 234120-mark-98802.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::heads for the bridge behind the Captain::

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}CO: Sir, do you read us?

Lt jg Nim Ber
{transporter}

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Dresden, Mcdowell: Let's get moving, Dresden, let;'s set our gifts ::pats rifles::

Lt jg Nim Ber
::nice to be home::

Cmdr. Dresden
@XO: ::nods::

Lt. McDowell
$ {#} Ber: Nim? The uplink please?

Captain Lewis
{#} YES ..........we read you .........is everything set??

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Mcdowell: Your transporter all working?

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}CO: Aye sir...setting the last of the phaser riffles now.

Lt jg Nim Ber
::runs to science station to see E. Youdoit slumped over, pushes him off panels::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ ::begins to set three rifles for timed overload::

Lt. McDowell
$ Tucker: Stand by. Oh, by the way, put a phaser rifle behind the plasma couplings. It makes a much larger explosion.

Captain Lewis
ACTION:  MCDOWELL AND TUCKER SUDDENLY GET AN OVERWHELMING FEELING OF INVASION TO THEIR MINDS

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}McDowell: set ready when you are

Cmdr. Mitchell
::sits back at FCO::

Cmdr. Dresden
@XO: I'll see to that, sir.

Captain Lewis
::heads to chair::

Lt. McDowell
$ ::whoa...:: ::falls over, and slumps on a station chair::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ Mcdowell: You're the engineering boss Ro- Ahh-

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}McDowell: McDowell!!!???

Cmdr. Mitchell
::quickly plots course way the Hell outa here::

Cmdr. Dresden
::places an overloading riffle behind power couplings::

Captain Lewis
Ber: get them out fo there NOW!

Lt jg Nim Ber
::links onto lifesigns::

Cmdr. Tucker
$ ::drops all his rifles, most of them ticking away next to him::

Cmdr. Dresden
@XO: All set sir?

Lt. McDowell
$ uhhh... ::shakes head, and rubs it. stumbles over and presses the uplink initialize button on the phaser::

Lt jg Nim Ber
:: hope this is them::

Lt jg Nim Ber
{transporter}

Captain Lewis
::paces::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares to engage warp drive to expidite departure::

Captain Lewis
Ber: do we have them??

Lt jg Nim Ber
::scans tr good, ::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap; yes sir, gotem

Cmdr. Dresden
::appears in TR::


Cmdr. Tucker
$ ::rifles are ticking down to overload::

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: prepare to move us to a safe distance

Lt jg Nim Ber
::sets uplink to phasor overload::

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: Nim...Start the uplink.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: On you command, I'm certainly ready here!

Captain Lewis
::nods to Ber:: 

Lt jg Nim Ber
	{#}McDowell: go it

Lt. McDowell
{#}Ber: And watch the core plasma flow through coupling 32Baker.

Cmdr. Tucker
::appears in TR::

Lt jg Nim Ber
{#}McDowell: got it here we go........::watches panel::

Captain Lewis
Ber: as soon as the uplink is complete.............yell........

Cmdr. Tucker
::shakes head, and feels much better being a distance away from it::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: i'm as ready as i'm ever going to be

Lt. McDowell
{#}CO: Captain, we need to keep the siphoning going for at least another 5 minutes in order to get the "thing" weak enough.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Hope you're not too picky about which direction we head off to.

Lt jg Nim Ber
::finger on button::


Captain Lewis
{#}McDowell:  understood...........


Captain Lewis
Mitchell:: ::smile:: no not at all Cmdr

Cmdr. Tucker
::stumbles down and walks to a TL::

Lt. McDowell
::not too picky, sits at the transporter room console to monitor the stuff::

Cmdr. Tucker
{#}Bridge: Tucker here, I'm on board, what happened?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: I'm YELLING !!!??!!!

Cmdr. Tucker
::pretty much regains his senses:: TL: Bridge.

Captain Lewis
Mitchell: ENGAGE!

Cmdr. Dresden
::looks to Tucker and heads to birdge::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{warp}

Cmdr. Tucker
::gets out at bridge::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::engages warp 6::

Captain Lewis
::nods to tucker::

Lt. McDowell
::watches the ticker go down to zero::

Cmdr. Dresden
::gets out w/Tucker.::

Cmdr. Tucker
Lewis: Captain, those phasers should be going off very soon.

Lt jg Nim Ber
::looks at Ensign Youdoit, kicks him gently,::Youdoit: you ok there, huh??

Cmdr. Mitchell
::watches the monitor::

Lt. McDowell
::reads explosions::

Captain Lewis
::nods to Dresdan:glad you could make it

Lt. McDowell
{#}Bridge: Multiple explosions Bridge... {torpedo} the core's going critical.

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Thank you Captain...it is a pleasure to be here.

Cmdr. Tucker
::grabs a seat as watches the outpost peacefully::

Lt jg Nim Ber
<youdoit>Ber: huh, what happened, huh, wa................

Cmdr. Dresden
::Takes place at TAC::

Captain Lewis
{#}McDowell:  can you get it handled??  

Lt jg Nim Ber
Youdoit: I'll fill you in later,::helps to feet:: can you make it to sicbay??

Lt. McDowell
::watches the core go:: {torpedo}

Cmdr. Tucker
::then, the serrenity disrupts, as it blows itself to peices::

Lt jg Nim Ber
<Youdoit> Ber: yeah, sure, I'm fine, thanx, ::stumbles to TL::

Captain Lewis
{#}shipwide:  Report!

Lt. McDowell
{#}CO: The station's core is gone...almost all of the station is gone.

Captain Lewis
::sigh::{#} got it......

Lt jg Nim Ber
::sets scanners on outpost::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: All sections are reporting no damage, sir

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: I think there're gonna need to expand the walls in Sick Bay, Sir.

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: Any signs of our beast left?

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: getting final readings

Captain Lewis
Dresdan: excellent: and the problem with communications before?

Lt. McDowell
::steps down, and heads to the TL::

Lt. McDowell
TL: Bridge.

Lt. McDowell
::enters Bridge::

Captain Lewis
::nods to McDowell:; report

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: all systems are running nominally, sir.

Lt jg Nim Ber
Cap: Not getting any indication of extra energy on outpost, just mass energy outflow from explosion

Lt. McDowell
CO: Everything's fine. The Geneva's warp core, unlike the station's, is fine. The power transfer worked.

Cmdr. Tucker
Ber: I'd take that our beast is gone then?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::monitors some of the OPS panels and nods to Dresden::

Captain Lewis
McDowell: excellent job

Lt. McDowell
CO: As for the station, the Fleet can just go buy a new one. :D

Cmdr. Dresden
::nods back to Mitchell::

Lt jg Nim Ber
Tucker: thats hard to say, looks that way, It's going to take a bit of downloading to be sure

Captain Lewis
McDowell: ::grins::


Cmdr. Dresden
CO: The one thing that we were unable to determine was how did that creature succeccfully take over the stations power core? How did it get on board?  What was it really?


Captain Lewis
=^=^=^=^=^END MISSION=^=^=^=^
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